ABSTRACT. This paper uses methods from the spectral theory of partially ordered sets to clarify and extend some recent results concerning approximately finite-dimensional C*-algebras. An extremely explicit description is obtained of the Jacobson topology on the primitive ideal space, and it is shown that this topology has a basis of quasi-compact open sets.
Introduction. Bratteli [3] introduced the idea of an approximately finitedimensional C*-algebra (or AF C*-algebra)-one which is the limit of an inductive system of finite-dimensional C*-algebras. In particular, [3] gives an analysisof the primitive ideals of an AF C*-algebra, relating them to certain subsets of the diagram of A-a subset ofNxN equipped with a binary relation, 4. In [4] , this formalism is used to give some topological results on the space Prim A of primitive ideals of A, equipped with the Jacobson topology. Bratteli notices that the diagram may be considered a partially ordered set, but makes no real use of this fact; his topological results are mostly proved by recourse to the ideal theory of C*-algebras.
In this paper, I work entirely within the framework of the theory of partially ordered sets, directly deducing topological results about Prim A. Use of a notion of spectrum for a partially ordered set (related to that of [6] ) enables one to give an extremely explicit description of the Jacobson topology on Prim A. Given this description, I am able to reduce the proofs of the main results on spectral theory in [4] to exercises in elementary set theory. The paper not only adds new methods, but also new results. For example, I show that Prim A has a basis of quasi-compact open sets. Bratteli [5] has since given a different proof of this result based on functional analytic methods.
This seems to be one of the very few classes of C*-algebras where, in the 1. Bratteli diagrams and Bratteli posets. I shall begin by recalling some results of [3] . Let A be a C*-algebra (with identity), which is the inductive limit of the system (A", /"), the A" being finite-dimensional C*-algebras, and jn: A"_, -► A" an embedding. Such an algebra is called an AF C*-algebra. One may identify A with(Jñ=iA".
Since any finite-dimensional C*-algebra may be uniquely decomposed as a direct sum of zzz x zzz matrix algebras, one can write A« =©fc=i-^(n k)> wnere each of the M,n k^is anm x m matrix algebra for some zzz. The embedding jn decomposes into its components jfn-i,k)tr"ik'y M(n-i,k) ~*M(n,k'y Bratteli denotes by V(k) the set {(zz, zc)|zz G W, k = 1, ..., k"}, and defines a relation "I" on V(A) by (zz, k) i (n + 1, k') if hn k) (n + i k') *s nonzero-I shall call the set V(k) equipped with the relation v, the Bratteli diagram of A.
In general, let V be a nonempty subset of W x N with the property that, for each zz G fj" {zzz | (zz, zzz) G V} is finite, and (0, zzz) G V if and only if zzz = 0. Suppose W is equipped with a binary relation I satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) on p. 201 of [3] . Then (V, V) will be said to be a Bratteli diagram. In [3] it is shown that every Bratteli diagram arises as the Bratteli diagram of A for some AF-algebra A.
(1.1) Definition. Let (P, I) be a Bratteli diagram. Define another relaLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use SPECTRAL THEORY OF POSETS 145 tion, ">" on V as follows: for x, y E Q, x > y if there exists a finite sequence {zlYi=x of elements of V with zx = x,zr= y, and for each i = 1, . . . , r -1,
It is easily seen that (V, >) is a partially ordered set with a maximum element. Let d: V -► hi be the projection of V onto its first factor. I will call (V, >) the Bratteli poset of (V, V), d its degree function. It is easy to verify the truth of (hi) For all x E V(A), {y\y>x} is a chain.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is given in (3.1) of [4] ; the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is simple verification and is left to the reader. D 2. The spectral theory of certain partially ordered sets. (2.1) Notation. A poset is a set P together with a partial order, <, and a greatest element, 1.
IfxGp,Isett;c= {y E ? \y >x}, \x = {y E? \y <x},_x = {y E ?\y is maximal in l^\{^}},3c = {y E P\y is minimal in tx\{jc}}.
Ifx, y E P, let x Ay = {z G P|z is maximal in +x n \y}, xVy = {z G P|z is minimal in tjc H tj>}. Some of these sets may be empty.
(2.2) Definition. A poset P is called co-well ordered if (I) Every chain in P has a maximal element.
P is (weakly) well ordered if
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (ii) Let Af be a module over a commutative ring R with 1, V the set of finitely-generated submodules under reverse inclusion. If Af satisfies the descending chain condition for finitely-generated submodules, then P is a CW poset. If R is a field, then P is a well-graded WCW poset with gradation d(V) = dim V. P is laterally finite if and only if dim Af < <».
(iii) A partially ordered set P is a Bratteli poset if and only if it is a wellgraded laterally finite poset with no minimal elements.
(2.4) Remarks, (i) Let S he a subset of the CW poset P. Then every element of S is majorized by an element which is maximal in S. In particular, for x G V, x_ = 0 if and only if lx = 0 if and only if x is minimal in P; and for x, y G P, x A v = 0 if and only if 4x n |y = 0.
(ii) Let S be a subset of the WCW poset P which is bounded below. Then every element of S is minimized by an element minimal in 5. Hence, for any
x Ep,x = 0 if and only if x = 1; and for all x, y G P, x V y ¥= 0.
[The proofs of (i) and (ii) are straightforward, using Zorn's lemma.] (iii) Every graded poset is automatically a WCW poset. (2.5) Definition. A filter in a CW poset P is a nonempty subset F satisfying the following:
A filter is called recursive if for all x G F, x = 0 or x nf^0.
Let F(P) denote the set of all filters in P, Spec P Ç f(P) the set of all recursive filters. A filter which is maximal with respect to inclusion is called an ultrafilter.
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The proof of the following lemma is an easy exercise in elementary set theory, using (2.4) (i) and Definition (2.5).
Lemma. Let FEr\P). Then (i) 1EF.
(ii) IfxEFis such thatx^ C\F =0, then x is the smallest element of F. (hi) If F is an ultrafilter, F is recursive.
Topology on Spec P. I will always assume that P satisfies at least (I).
For a E ?, define S (a) Ç Spec P by S(a) = {FE Spec P | a E F). (ii) Let F, G G Spec P. If F <£ G, then there is an a G P such that F E S(a) but G £ S(a).
Thus, the sets S(a), a G P, form a basis for the open sets of a T0 -topology on Spec P. This topology will be called the natural topology and denoted by o.
(2.8) Let X he a topological space. A subset C of X is called irreducible if it is closed and not contained in the union of two proper closed subsets of itself.
Lemma. Let C Ç Spec P be o-closed, and set Fc = Ujpec^-^e following statements are equivalent:
(i) C is irreducible.
(ii) Let a.bEV. Then C n S(a) *0±Cn S(b) implies that there exists cEa /\b such that S(c) r\C¥=0.
(iii) Let a.bE?. Then if there exist F.GEC with aEF.bEG then there exists H EC with a r\ b C\H¥= 0.
(iv) Fc E Spec P.
// these conditions are satisfied, then for all a E V, Fc E S(a) if and only if S(a) n C * 0. (ii) For all x G P, tx is totally ordered.
(iii) Every filter is totally ordered.
(iv) Every recursive filter is totally ordered.
Proof, (iii) ■» (ii) * (i) => (iv) is straightforward using (2.5). For (iv) =» (iii), note that every filter is contained in an ultrafilter and apply (2.6)(iii). D
The CW poset P is called acyclic if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of the above proposition.
(2.10) Lemma. In an acyclic CW poset P every maximal chain is a recursive filter. If P is further a WCW poset, the converse is also true and Spec P is precisely equal to the set of maximal chains in P.
Proof. The first statement follows from (2.6)(iii) and (2.9). For the second, suppose P is an acyclic WCW poset, F E Spec P. Then F is a chain. If F is not maximal, choose y G P\F such that F U {y} is a chain. (2.5) (i) shows that y is a lower bound for F, and hence by (II), F has a minimum element x0 >y> x0 &y. By (2.4)(i) and (2.5), x,, n F * 0, a contradiction. D 
It is easily checked that D is an ultrametric. Using this definition, one sees that for F G Spec P such that (1) FC\?n = {a}, B(F, 2~n):= {G E Spec P| D(F, G) < 2""} = S(a).
Conversely, for any point a E P", S(a) is a 2_"-ball.
[Choose a maximal chain
F with a G F. Then S(a) = B(F, 2'").]
Finally, let {Fn} be a D-Cauchy sequence in Spec P. To define F G Spec P such that Fn -*■ F, notice that for all A: G hl, there exists NE hi such that if m, n > N, D(Fn, Fm) < 2~k. Let Nk be the minimum such N, and define the subset F of P by F f~l P* = FNk C\?k. It follows that, for all Jfc G hl,r<k implies F H ?r = FNk n Pr. Using this fact, one verifies that F G Spec P, and further that, for k E H, D(FN¡c, F) < 2~k. Hence Fn-+F. D We deduce Theorem. Let V be an acyclic, laterally countable well-graded poset. Then Spec P, equipped with the above metric is a zero-dimensional Polish space.
(2.14) I will now show that, under certain conditions, the natural topology is a locally compact topology.
Let P be a well-graded poset. x E P is said to be finitely based if, for all v G ix, y is finite. P is said to be (spectrally) finitely based if every recursive filter contains a finitely based element.
Notice that for any well-graded poset P, 1 is finitely based if and only if P has finite layers. Lemma. Let P be an acyclic well-graded poset. aEV is finitely based if and only if S(a) is a compact set in the natural topology.
Theorem. Let ? be an acyclic well-graded poset. Then Spec P is a locally compact space if and only ifPis spectrally finitely based. Spec P is compact if and only if P has finite layers. (2.15) In this paragraph, we prove a converse to Theorem (2.13).
Theorem. Let X be a zero-dimensional Polish space. Then there exists a countable acyclic well-graded poset V with no minimal elements, such that Spec P is homeomorphic to X. If X is locally compact {compact), P is finitely based {has finite layers).
Proof. Let Xbe a zero-dimensional Polish space. I shall assume the reader is familiar with the construction of a sifting, as given in [2, IX, §6.5 [7, §33,1] , K is the compactification of Y. Using this fact, together with Theorems 1 and 2 of [7, §32, II] and (2.15), one deduces Proposition, (i) Let P be an acyclic well-graded poset. Then Spec P is homeomorphic to a closed subspace ofY. If P is in addition laterally finite, then Spec P is homeomorphic to a closed subspace ofK.
(ii) Let X be any Polish space. Then there exists a laterally countable wellgraded poset P, with no minimal elements such that Xisa quotient space of Spec P.IfX is, in addition, compact, we may suppose that P is laterally finite. Acyclic covers. (2.17) Let P be a CW poset. Denote by P the set of all totally ordered subsets T of P such that (i) T has a minimum element xT.
(ii) T is maximal amongst the totally ordered subsets with minimum element xT.
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Define p: P -*■ P by p(T) = xT = min T. For TX,T2E?, let Tx > T2 if 7\ Ç J2. One then has Proposition. Let P be a CW poset. P, equipped with > is an acyclic CW poset and p is a surjective poset map. If P is WCW so is P;ifP is graded (well-graded), so is P. Further, if P is graded with finite layers, so is P.
The proof of this proposition is elementary, given the following lemma.
Lemma. Let P be a CW poset and let TE P. Then T = {T U {y}\ y G P(T)}. Proof . First notice that any set of the form T U {y}, y G p(T) is in P. Thus, we must check that any element of +T\{T} is majorized by an element of P of this form. Let S G +T\{T}. Then p(T) ES, and S Ct +p(T)\{p(T)} is a nonempty chain. Hence, by (I) it has a maximum, .y say. By the maximality of S, y E p(X) , and so T U {y} Ç S, as required. D Auxiliary topology on Spec P. (2.18) Since P is a CW poset, one may of course define the o-topology on Spec P. In this paragraph, I will define a second, coarser topology on Spec P.
For aEP, let W(a) Ç Spec P be defined by W(a) = UP(r)<a5(T). It is easily seen that ljj(a) = {FE Spec P | for some T E F, T n +a ¥= 0}. Using this fact, it is easy to prove that for a,bEP, W(à) C\ W(b) = Ucea At W(c)-Thus {((/(a) | a G p} is a basis for a topology t on Spec P. t is clearly coarser thano.
Proposition. Let P be a CW poset. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) P is acyclic.
(ii) p: P -► P is bijective.
(iii) For any TE P , S(T) = W(p(T)).
Proof, (i) •* (ii) => (iii) is trivial. Suppose P is not acyclic. By (2.9)(ii), we may find a G P and two chains 7\, T2, maximal in ta with p(Tx) = p(T2) = a, TX*T2. Choose ultrafilters F. in P with T¡ E F¡. One then has Fx E W(p(T2)) but FX?S(T2). D (2.19) Lemma. On any topological space X, there is an equivalence relation Rx, given by xRxy if and only if {x} = {y}. X/Rx is a T0 space, in fact it is the left reflection of X into the category of T0 spaces. The front adjunction of this reflection is the quotient map qx: X -► X/Rx. Since this lemma is well known and easily proved, I shall omit its proof. Let P be a CW poset and let R be the equivalence relation of the lemma (ii) For all TFEF and for all TG E G, there exist T'FEF and T'G E G such that p(T'G) < p(TF), and p(TF) < p(TG).
(iii) The T-closure of {F} is equal to the r-closure of {G}.
The proof, an easy exercise in elementary set theory, is omitted.
Proposition. With the notation of (2.19), for F,GE Spec P, m(F) E Spec P, and ifFR G then m(F) = m(G). Theorem, ¿er P be a CW poset. Then m0: Spec0 P -+ Spec P z's a homeomorphism onto the dense set of all F E Spec P which have a basis. If P is countable, then m0 is a homeomorphism onto Spec P.
Proof.
Using the definition of zzz, together with Lemma (2.20) (ii), it is easy to see that zzz0 is injective. Since zzz = zzz0 ° <7(specp T) where <7(specP r) is the surjection of (2.19), it is clear that im rzz = im zzz0. Now suppose F E Spec P. Then {p(T)\ TEF} forms a basis for m(F). Hence im zzz Ç {F G Spec PI F has a basis}. For the opposite containment, I will use a lemma.
Lemma. Let P be a CW poset, F E Spec P, and G a maximal totally ordered subset ofF. For xEG, let Tx = (tx) n G. Then TXEP and F = {TJxEG} E Spec P. Proof . Let x EG. Since G is maximal in F and tx Ç F, tx n G is maximal in tx; thus 7\. G P. To see that F G F(P) is easy, so it remains to see that F is recursive. By Lemma (2.17) , it suffices to show that, for x EG, x =0 ox x D G ¥= 0. But this is obviously the case, since Fis recursive and G is maximal. D Suppose now that F has a basis. By Zorn's lemma, F has a maximal basis G. Defining F as in the lemma, one sees that m(F) = F, and so F G im m. Next, let a G P, F G S(a) =£ 0. Let C be a chain maximal in F and containing a. The lemma shows that F = {tx n Cl x G C}G Spec P, and clearly m(F) G S(a). Thus the image is dense. To show that m0 is a homeomorphism, it will suffice to show that for a ER, m[W(a)] = 5(a) n im m0. In fact, from the definitions of bl(a) and m, it is clear that for all a G P, and for all F G Spec P, F G (t/(a) if and only if m(F) E S(a).
To complete the proof of the theorem, let F = {x¡\ i E hl} he a countable filter. Define a basis {y¡} for F as follows: y0=x0.
Suppose y¡ defined. Then since F is a filter, (y¡ A x¡+ x) n F # 0. Let y/+ j be an arbitrary element of this set. D (2.22) Lemma a. Let P be a CW poser, aGP, antf cAoose Ta E P with p(Ta) = a. Ifq: Spec P -* Spec0 P is the map of (2.19), then a[W(a)] = q[S(Ta)].
Proof. One knows that W(a) 3 S^).
Thus let F G W(a), and choose T0EF such that piro) < a. Then the set [Use;r0nFP(,s')] u ra is a chain contained in wi(F). Choose a chain C containing it and maximal in m(F). By Lemma (2.21) , G= {tx D q x G C} G Spec P. Clearly G G S(ra), and m(G) = \Jx<=c^x = OT(^)-Bv Theorem (2.21), a(G) = q(F). This proves the lemma. D Lemma b. Let P be a laterally countable well-graded poset and suppose aEP is finitely based. Then S(a) is quasi-compact.
Proof. Let Ta he an element of P such that p(Ta) = a. Combining information from (2.21) and (2.22) , one has m(S(Ta)) = S(a). By Lemmas (2.14) and (2.17), S(Ta) is compact. Thus S(a), being a continuous image of a compact set, is quasi-compact. D Theorem. Let P be a well-graded countable poset which is spectrally finitely based. Then Spec P is a Spectral space. If P is laterally finite, Spec P is a quasi-compact spectral space.
3. The structure spaces of/IF-algebras. Throughout this section, A will denote an AF C*-algebra with identity, V(A) = (V(A), >) its Bratteli poset.
